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After a busy two years working on their Waldorf curriculum as well as a maximum of seven GCSE exams, the students of Michael Hall are yet again celebrating excellent GCSE results.

With 37 students sitting a total of 229 exams, we are delighted to announce that 85% were graded at C or above. 83.7% of year 11 students gained 5 GCSEs including Maths and English and an impressive 37% of the results were A or A* grades. Of the compulsory subjects, English achieved 45.7% A and A*, with 83% A-C; Maths achieved 91% A-C and Science overall 80% A-C. Fantastic results!

Students excelled with a raft of high grades: Mirai Kato achieved 4 A* and 3 As; Katherine Burgess 4 A* and 2 As; Clemens von Szczepanski 3 A* and 3 As; Jani Pritchard 2 A* and 5 As; Lennox Smith 4 A*, 2 A and 1 B; Imogen Tribe; 1 A*, 4 A and 1 B and Jon Francis Forward 1 A*, 4 A and 1 B.

Congratulations to all our students, their teachers and parents for their hard work and well deserved results!